pCAMBIA GUSPlus VECTORS - Non-commercial Research License Agreement
Ssp
The Staphylococcus sp. gusA (gusA ) gene in this material is protected under US Patent No. 6,391,547, Australian patent 760275, and
patents pending elsewhere. Subject to the usage restrictions below, recipients have permission to use these genes.
USAGE RESTRICTIONS:
These vectors are provided only to academic or non-profit research organizations. This technology is covered by patent applications.
Signing of this order form constitutes agreement to the terms of the Plant Enabling Technologies BiOS license and the associated BiOS
Technology Support Services Subscription Agreement. If your institution or employer requires it, please obtain the signature of an
authorized person.
A basic summary of the BiOS license conditions follows:
In return for the benefits of the technologies, a licensee institution agrees to allow and encourage its employees and students to post any
improvements made to the technologies and safety information relevant to use of the technology and potential regulatory approval of
products embodying it, and agrees not to assert any intellectual property rights to the improvements and information against other licensees.
Plant Enabling Technologies BiOS Licensees automatically gain access to both the TransBacter BioForge project and the GUSPlus
BioForge project (accessible only by others that have agreed to the same license terms), where there is protected availability of the latest
improved protocols, and opportunities to discuss technical issues, problems and improvements and share results, ideas, observations,
questions and data with fellow BiOS licensees.
Commercial Use: A license is required (i) for any commercial use of either gus gene including research and production purposes directed at
eventual commercialization, regardless of academic or non-profit status; and (ii) for use by any commercial entity. Information about
commercial licenses for GUSPlus may be obtained by e-mailing us licenses@cambia.org or by writing to us at CAMBIA, GPO Box 3200,
Canberra ACT 2601 Australia.
Academic and Non-Profit Laboratories: No CAMBIA vectors may be distributed further to eligible third parties outside your laboratory unless
the recipient receives a copy of this notice and notifies CAMBIA of agreement to be bound by its terms.
Other intellectual property rights: Other components of the vectors and their use may be subject to the intellectual property rights of other
parties, for example in some jurisdictions the hygromycin resistance gene and its use may be subject to the rights of Novartis (the assignee
of record) or another party that may have acquired these rights. Users are responsible for ensuring that all relevant licenses are obtained
for any protected use of these vectors. CAMBIA accepts no liability for non-licensed use. It is the responsibility of the user to obtain
permission of such third parties if applicable. CAMBIA does not warrant freedom to operate in any jurisdiction.
Attribution: Users will cite the provision of these vectors in their published and unpublished works by explicitly stating that the clone was
constructed in “pCAMBIA” as part of the description of the new cloning. No vector derived from such clonings should retain only a
pCAMBIA designation, as these designations are reserved for vectors developed and distributed by CAMBIA and its partners.
Ssp
As these pCAMBIA vectors contain GUSPlus (the gusA gene), reference may be made to Nature 433:629-633, US Patent No. 6,391,547
and W0 99/13085.
WARRANTY
This material is provided without warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or any other warranty, express or implied,
and without any representation or warranty that the use or supply of the material will not infringe any patent, copyright, trademark or other
right. CAMBIA and its employees and agents shall not be held liable for any use of the material transferred to you under this
notice. You agree to hold CAMBIA and its employees and agents harmless for any loss, claim, damage or liability, of whatsoever
kind or nature, which may arise from acceptance, use, handling or storage of the material by you.
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